The Ups and Downs of Rallying
(wri en by Wolfgang Hoeck, driver car; videos by John Dillon, co-driver – car#89)
The 25th anniversary of the Oregon Trail Rally (OTR) took place on the weekend of Nov. 5-7
2021. The longest event in the American Rally Associa on championship and the second event
on the West Coast. Something we certainly didn’t want to miss as our car was nally in a perfect
rally condi on. Building a rally car is a long process of pain-staking detailed work and as a
privateer team it took a couple of years to get everything nally in order and ready. Sco Tell of
Clean Racing Inc. did the majority of building the car from the ground up. Derik Nelson together
with Sco built a new cage for an empty shell and Sco lled in the rest based on the previous
Evo 7 we ran for many years. In April we had a good shakedown at the rainy Olympus Rally and
thus we were ready for OTR 2021.

OTR started with recce over two days to check out the roads we would be racing on. As Driver
and Co-driver we spent both days in a rental to drive on the stages and write and modify Stage
Notes that would then help us to drive faster. The weather condi ons were rather sketchy with
rain, wind and heavy fog making it a challenge to get excited for race day. A er all it was
November in Oregon and Washington. But surprisingly the weather turned out to be just
perfect for all three days.
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OTR begins with a day at Portland Interna onal Raceway which allows the teams to tech their
cars, perform an ini al shakedown over a short prac ce stage and then start the rally with two
o cial stages at night. A er successfully passing tech inspec on, we got to do two runs over the
shakedown stage to calm our nerves. The car felt great! So far, everything was going in the “UP”
direc on. But wait, in rally there is never a dull moment: it’s meant to be a challenge, not a walk
in the park.

The two PIR stages started with a parade lap to see the stage and make some quick notes before
the actual event started. The stage was rather muddy in certain places making us decide to
change our res back to rally rather than rally cross res, which would have worked be er on
large stretches of asphalt. A lot of spectators came out to watch the rally. Then the stage
started.
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As the driver I pressed the bu ons to turn on an -lag and di eren al se ngs and launched the
car. (Video of launching the car at PIR) Immediately I realized something was wrong when the
car would spin the rear wheels only. Not a good sign in an all-wheel drive car! In the stage the
car felt extremely unstable, and the rear end would step out in every corner. We made it
through the stage, though, and let the crew take a close look at the car. (Video of PIR stage run)
A er quite some work we realized that the short pin sha in the transfer case was amazingly
completely sheared o . Perhaps due to material fa gue a er years of punishment.

We asked several teams to see whether they had a replacement as we only had the long version
of it as a spare part. A er some anxious wai ng, we learned that David DeFrain had one, but it
was in his shop about 20 miles. The repair turned out would take a long me, too long to make
it to the next stage in me. As such we DNF’d on the rst day due to mechanical issues. Super
rally rules would allow us to come back the next day should we be able to repair the car. This
was our rst serious “DOWN” moment for the weekend.
But it was followed quickly by another “UP” moment as David allowed us to use his shop and li
to replace the broken sha and put a new one in. Sco and Alex worked relessly during the
night un l 4 AM and brought the car to Saturday’s parc expose in Goldendale. The rally family is
simply amazing, and everyone was happy and smiling!
Saturday’s weather turned out to be just perfect for the rst run down The Dalles Mountain.
(Video of second run) No fog, just a li le bit of rain, and as such also no dust, made it almost
ideal rally condi ons. We hit over 100 miles per hour on the down stretch, a great means to
wake you up fully in the morning.
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I got to run my favorite li le stage, Maryhill, (Video of rst run) and posted 9th fastest me
overall on my rst run, the best stage result for the weekend, which made me very pleased. We
managed to complete all stages on Saturday, even two stages at night. Oak Flat Reverse, a fast

stage (Video) and then again Maryhill (Video), which was quite di erent at night. Everything
looks di erent at night. But we made it and that was a real “UP” moment.
Sunday was another day with 8 stages to complete, two were run three mes, and one was run
two mes, a stage that I as a driver had run before, so I felt more comfortable. Our stage mes
started to improve and se led close to 10th overall, which I thought was appropriate for the car.

We had a really fun me on the rst stage, Boyd Loop Very Short, which included a mighty
jump. I was fre ng all night over how to take that jump as Evo’s don’t like to jump straight, but
instead point their nose to the ground. It turned out to not be that bad as we ended up jumping
50 and 80 feet the rst and second me, and the car landed actually ne. I was pleased and
happy. Another “UP” moment.

But the day wasn’t over yet. We had three more stages to go, when everything fell apart. The
Starvout stage, actually one my favorite ones, was this me a bit rough in certain sec ons, but
s ll interes ng and fast. There was one sec on not too far from the beginning which starts with
a crest into a right downhill followed by a le corner. The right one is typically the one everyone
is afraid o , o -camber and downhill. However, our demise was the next corner. We slid wide
into the ditch and the car dug into the dirt and rolled over several mes. It all happened very
fast, and we landed on the wheels.
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Fortunately, we were both okay, shaken and rolled, but ok. The sweep was there quickly,
checked up on our health, and a er assessing that we were okay, helped us drag the car out of
the stage, which we had been blocking.

“If you crash you want to crash in a spectator area, chances of ge ng a video are pre y high.”
Thanks to Michael Kuhn we got a nice slow-mo on video of our demise and our in-car camera
gave us a good reminder of how we got there (video).
This certainly counts for the signi cant “DOWN” part of Oregon Trail Rally, which unfortunately
overshadows the rest of it. We certainly felt bad about this incident, but in the long run, the fact
that we simply walked away for the roll was the nal “UP” moment, and a relief for friends and
family.
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A few nal words: Many thanks to the organizers of Oregon Trail Rally 2021 (Karen Jankowski
and many, many volunteers) and to the American Rally Associa on (ARA) for sanc oning the
event. Safety is paramount in this sport and it worked out well for us. A car can be replaced,
people cannot. Will we be back? Time will tell ….

